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Abstract—This paper provides a comprehensive review of
available technologies for measurements of vital physiology re-
lated parameters that cause sleep disordered breathing (SDB).
SDB is a chronic disease that may lead to several health problems
and increase the risk of high blood pressure and even heart
attack. Therefore, the diagnosis of SDB at an early stage is
very important. The essential primary step before diagnosis is
measurement. Vital health parameters related to SBD might be
measured through invasive or non-invasive methods. Nowadays,
with respect to increase in aging population, improvement in
home health management systems is needed more than even
a decade ago. Moreover, traditional health parameter measure-
ment techniques such as polysomnography are not comfortable
and introduce additional costs to the consumers. Therefore, in
modern advanced self-health management devices, electronics
and communication science are combined to provide appliances
that can be used for SDB diagnosis, by monitoring a patient’s
physiological parameters with more comfort and accuracy. Ad-
ditionally, development in machine learning algorithms provides
accurate methods of analysing measured signals. This paper pro-
vides a comprehensive review of measurement approaches, data
transmission, and communication networks, alongside machine
learning algorithms for sleep stage classification, to diagnose SDB.

Index Terms—SDB, wearable technology, invasive/non-
invasive, sensor, respiratory monitoring system architecture, body
area network, sleep stages, classification algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in wearable electronics technology
provide an opportunity for individuals to monitor their vital
health status personally and take advantage of self health
management systems. Smart technologies play an important
role in development of smart health management devices and
systems. For example, smart jewellery, a body mounted sensor
for monitoring and transmission of biological information
can be considered as a non-invasive device that can measure
physiological parameters such as heart rate, sweat pH value,
blood pressure, etc. Additionally, fitness and healthcare
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markets have provided driving forces in area of wearable
technologies [1], [2].
Use of novel diagnosis tools and mobile technology have
the potential to increase the chance of early stage diagnosis
of health problems. Sleep disorders are undiagnosed in most
cases [3], and therefore, needs to be taken into consideration
by advanced technologies that make the early diagnosis
possible.
SDB happens mostly as a result of obesity, high blood
pressure, alcohol consumption, smoking and other reasons,
that may lead to obstruction in the airways. Obstructed airway
occurs because of deformed (i.e. as a result of age, obesity,
etc.) relaxed muscles during sleep. This may cause snore,
which is one of the symptoms of SDB. It can intensify the
problems such as heart rate malfunction, obesity and risk of
developing into cancer. Therefore, early stage diagnosis is
important and necessary. With respect to progress in wearable
electronic technologies and advanced devices, nowadays
early stage diagnosis is possible in a more comfortable
and convenient way. In the next section, we explain the
requirements for SDB wearable technologies in more detail.

A. Motivation: Importance of investigation about SDB
SDB affects the quality of sleep and may lead to several

other health issues, such as heart problems, acidic blood
when inhalation and exhalations do not cover full cycles due
to obstructed airways. As it is explained in [4] increased
arterial CO2 causes blood to become more acidic.In another
word, Oxygen desaturation restricts the binding of oxygen to
hemogloblin which in turn restricts the release of protons that
bind to carbon dioxide. The process of protons binding to
carbon dioxide lowers the pH of blood and consequently with
oxygen desaturation blood pH rises. Other problems such
as increased blood pressure, and even stroke and dementia
also may occur in the long term. There are three types of SDB:

• Obstructive Sleep Apnoea (OSA)

OSA is the most common form of SDB which happens
as a result of temporary obstruction in the airway [5].
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According to [6], this illness affects more than three in
ten men and nearly one in five women. Patients who
suffer from OSA often experience partial or full the
upper airway collapses during sleep. OSA may occur as
non-fully obstructed airway which is called Hypopnoea.
Although, age is an important factor which causes
apnoea, children may also be affected with this problem.

• Central Sleep Apnoea (CSA)

CSA is less common than OSA. Unlike OSA patients
who have partially or fully blocked upper airway which
restrict breathing, patients with CSA have a central
nervous system disorder. This means either the breathing
centre of the brain fails to trigger breathing or the signal
to inhale is not transmitted properly. Common signs and
symptoms of CSA observed are episodes of stopped
breathing, abrupt awakens during sleep, having difficulty
in staying on sleep (Insomnia), daytime sleepiness
(Hypersomnia) and snoring.

• Mixed sleep apnoea (MSA)

MSA is a combination of OSA and CSA. The most
common sign of MSA is snoring which is considered as
a sign of obstruction in the airway.

Snoring occurs as the result of deformation in the airway
muscles which leads to air turbulence during respiration
and expiration. [7] describes the upper airway changes
in snoring using Computed Tomography (CT) scanning.
The Bernoulli pressure principle explains the reason for
snoring. Although, snoring is considered as one of the
most important signs of SDB, the other signs such as
increased heart rate and blood pressure, variation in
humidity and temperature of exhalation in comparison
with normal breath as well as variation in chest movement
during different stages of sleep are considered as the other
SDB diagnostic parameters.
According to American Academy of Sleep Medicine,
apnea happens as a cessation of breathing for 10 seconds
or more. The effects of lack of oxygen in the blood
cause abrupt reaction of the muscles and arousal while
the body needs full rest. This leads to inefficient and
ineffective sleep, and therefore the patient will be tired
and not focused on the following day. This can increase
the chance of accident if the patient is a driver or a
pilot. Also, there is a danger for heart or brain stroke.
With respect to importance of SDB diagnosis, different
technologies have already been considered. Digital health
and smart sensing are used to develop next generation of
advanced wearable devices that can replace traditional
measurement technologies.

B. Coverage of this Survey Article

In this paper, the state-of-the-art technologies that are
applied for SDB diagnosis have been surveyed, and the paper

covers the following areas.

• Various invasive/non-invasive technologies for SDB diag-
nosis.

• In depth discussion on non-invasive technologies for
measurement of parameters associated with SDB.

• Various sensors that are used for measuring vital health
parameters.

• Embedded systems in wearable devices based on wireless
technologies which are used for wireless data transmis-
sion as well as the networks to send the measured physi-
ological data to hospitals/healthcare centres for diagnosis
and medication decision.

• In-depth investigation on machine learning algorithms
that are used for analysis of the breath sound and snore.

• Highlight of challenges and future research directions in
SDB.

There have been a few review articles providing in-depth re-
view on the SDB diagnosis technologies in the past. For better
understanding of the progress and advanced development of
technologies for SDB diagnosis, we will first provide a brief
summary for these review articles to discuss advantages and
disadvantages of each technique, and show the progress of
improvement in technologies and algorithms.

C. Review of Related Survey Articles

Reference [8] reviewed the sensors and algorithms which
were used for sleep stage classification in terms of accuracy,
level of automation, implementation complexity, invasiveness
and applications. This paper also includes an algorithm imple-
mentation. The sleep stage is classified based on the detection
of Rapid Eye Movement (REM) using two EEG (electroen-
cephalogram) and one EMG (Electromyogram) signals as
inputs. REM is an important stage of sleep, as during this stage
all muscles are relaxed. The measurement was implemented
by using an on board low power Field-Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) connected to a multichannel neural recording
integrated circuit (IC) to achieve low latency. The device
was tested on nine mice and achieved acceptable level of
sensitivity, specificity and latency. However, further tests are
needed to verify the applicability of this system for human
beings.
Sleep Assessment methods have been surveyed in [9], from
simple methods that only distinguish between awake and
sleep, to more complex methods that identify all the sleep
stages. The methods have been divided into subjective methods
such as sleep questionnaires / diaries and objective methods
such as polysomnography. This research consisted of medical
assistance and self-assessment that are categorised into ques-
tionnaires, sleep diaries and hardware devices. However, this
study provides a shallow review on hardware technologies.
[10] reviewed the wrist worn wearable electronics, available
models and discussed challenges of the technologies. Because
of the importance in diagnosis of sleep apnoea with wearable
technologies, this concept has been discussed intensively in
literature. [11]–[14]surveyed wearable electronics from dif-
ferent aspects such as historical and current applications in
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Fig. 1. Roadmap architecture of the paper with categorisation of invasive and non-invasive.

recognition systems and clinical care. [15] reviewed the meth-
ods of detection and treatment for sleep apnoea. In particular,
it introduced an automatic adjustable smart pillow system
which includes a controller to detect the apnoea event based
on the data from blood oxygen sensor. Although this system
looks comfortable, cost effective and non-invasive, however,
it is easily affected by environmental noises. [16] surveyed
the prevalence of sleeping problems in general populations
in the USA, France, Italy, Spine, the UK and Japan. The
characteristics of sleep problems and strategies for resolving
the problems were investigated.
Regarding the importance of application of communication
systems in healthcare, [17]–[19] surveyed the applications of
internet of things (IoT) in health monitoring systems. The
concept of health IoT (H-IoT) was well developed which rep-
resents the growth phase of IoT healthcare applications. Also,
with respect to the increasing demands for future wearable
sensor, importance of wireless communication technologies,
wireless sensor networks (WSN) and body area network
(BAN), which also refer to as body sensor network, were
explained in detail. The sensor node in wireless BAN is
capable of doing multiple tasks such as sampling, measuring,
signal processing and transmitting multiple physiological signs
such as heart rate, blood pressure, physical activities, etc.
For respiration analysis, physics and mathematic rules com-
bines to describe obstruction in the airway through math-
ematical models. In [20], flow measurement in mechani-
cal ventilation is reviewd. However, these measurements are
mostly based on invasive/intrusive methodes. In [21], scaling
of advanced electronic devices and more complex microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS) are discussed. With respect
to broad range applications of wireless sensor nodes in mea-
surement of physiological parameters, [22] highlighted the

significant works in medical and biomedical sensing using
silicon-based technology which are widely used in MEMS
devices with broad range of applications in healthcare, industry
and environment. The paper compared different silicon-based
sensors used for biomedical sensing in terms of materials,
fabrication techniques, applications and advantages. Accord-
ing to the study, silicon-based complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CMOS) and Bi CMOS have been widely
used for monitoring heartbeat and respiration activity with
consideration of wireless communication advantages and high
data transmission rate.
The sensed physiological data needs to be analysed for clas-
sification of sleep stages and diagnosis of SDB. For sleep
stage classification, [23] provided a comprehensive review on
the existing algorithms for patients and healthy individuals.
[24]surveyed the EEG based signal processing approaches for
sleep stage classification. The paper categorised the feature ex-
traction methods in terms of features extracted, techniques ap-
plied and the outputs obtained (i.e. sleep stage characteristics
and sleep disorder breathing detection). A newly developed
approach also was introduced in the paper, which was based
on a single channel EEG signal. [25]–[31] studied different
algorithms used for EEG signal analysis. [32]–[36] reviewed
wearable technologies for real time physiological monitor-
ing in elder population. Related to applications of wearable
technologies, [37] outlined different textiles and cloth fabric
antennas. [38] reviewed respiratory non-invasive monitoring
techniques. It categorised sensing principles for respiratory
monitoring devices and methods. The categorisation was based
on movement, airflow, transthoracic impedance, inductance
and fibre-optic plethysmography that measure changes within
an organ, sensor types and fixing placements which were
outlined separately for each category.
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With respect to importance of applications of radiofrequency
(RF) waves and optic fibre technologies for physiological mon-
itoring, [39]–[42] investigated about it. Where, [39] provided
an in-depth review on the applicability of optic fibre technol-
ogy during magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) procedures.
[40] reviewed radio wave-based activity recognition systems
and [41], [42]surveyed optic fibre accelerometer based wear-
able motion detectors for physical activity. In [43] obstructive
sleep apnea detection approaches are reviwed. [44] discusses
the signals which are used in sleep analysis. Although there are
a few surveys on technologies and algorithms used for sleep
stage classification and analysis of breathing and snore sound
to diagnosis SDB, the primary structure of all the surveys
did not cover all aspects of sensing, processing systems,
data transmission and analysing algorithms. Therefore, in this
article we try to provide detailed review on those issues.

D. Article Structure

The organization of the paper is as follows: In section
II, technologies for SDB diagnosis are introduced based on
the classification of invasive and non-invasive technologies, in
which the invasive technologies include hospital based tests
and at home tests. For the hospital based tests polysomnogra-
phy is explained in detail. The non-invasive technologies are
divided into measurements of breathing sounds and snoring
as well as respiration and body movement tracking. Where,
the diagnosis technologies based on respiration and body
movement are divided into wearable and radiowave based
technologies, which are explained in detail. Section III, re-
views devices that have integrated a few technologies together
into a system for self-heath management. This section is
divided into subsections consisting of sensing and measure-
ment,including explanation about different sensors, respiratory
monitoring system architecture consisting of data processing
system, wireless communication unit, energy management
system and smartphone or cloud , and finally SDB detec-
tion algorithms. Section IV, highlights challenges related to
wearable technologies that are used for the SDB diagnosis
and finally, section V concludes the paper. A list of acronyms
used throughout the paper is presented in Table I. Figure1,
illustrates the roadmap of the paper.

II. TECHNOLOGIES FOR SDB DIAGNOSIS

A. Invasive and intrusive measurements

1) Hospital based tests
Polysomnography (PSG) is a type of multi-parametric test
and a diagnostic tool for SDB recognition and detection.
As PSG requires wire attachments to the patient, it is
considered as the invasive/intrusive way for SDB diagnosis.
This needs the patient to stay in a hospital for the test, and
therefore is categorised as the hospital-based test. According
to [45], PSG includes electroencephalogram, air flow, muscle
tone, leg movement, eye movement, heart rate and rhythm,
oxygen saturation in blood, chest and upper abdominal wall
movement measurements. The environmental noises may
affect the accuracies of the measurements, therefore the
system may produce false positives for the diagnosis. Figure

TABLE I
LIST OF ACRONYMS AND CORRESPONDING DEFINITIONS.

Acronyms Definitions
SDB Sleep Disordered Breathing
OSA Obstructive Sleep Apnea
CSA Central Sleep Apnea
MSA Mixed Sleep Apnea
HSAT Home Sleep Apnoea Test
PSG Polysomnography
EEG Electroencephalogram
EOG Electrooculography
ECG Electrocardiography
EMG Electromyogram
SPO2 Pulse Oxygen
PCO2 Carbon Dioxide Saturation
IoT Internet of Things
POCT Point of Care testing
REM Rapid Eye Movement
UWB ultra-wideband
FPCSM Flexible Projected Capacitive

Sensing Mattress
SAW Surface Acoustic Wave
IDT Interdigital Transducers
FBG Fibber Bragg Grating
MEMS Microelectromechanical

Systems
WPAN Wireless Personal Area Net-

work
RF Radio frequency
WBAN Wireless Body Area Network
BLE Bluetooth Low Energy
WSNs Wireless Sensor Networks
BCI Brain Computer Interface
GMM Gaussian Mixture Model
MSE Multiscale Entropy
SVM Support Vector Machine
SOC Systems On Chip
MRI Magnetic Resonance Field
LPD Linear prediction code
HHT Hilbert-Hong transform
ICA Independent Component Anal-

ysis
FPGA Field-Programmable Gate Ar-

ray
ANN Artificial Neural Network
SVM Suport Vector Machine
GMM Gaussian Mixture Model
KNN K-Nearest Neighborhoodr

2 categorises the sensing technologies that are used for
diagnosis of SDB.

The measurement instruments involved in PSG tests are
described as follow:
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Fig. 2. Categorising the wearable SDB diagnosis technologies based on invasiveness and level of comfort which affects on accuracy of measurement.

i. Electroencephalogram (EEG)

EEG test is used to find problems related to electrical
activity of the brain by tracking its wave pattern [46]. Different
types of EEG tests for monitoring the brain activities during
sleep have been explained in [47] and readers may find detailed
information from the reference. The EEG tests used for SDB
diagnosis have four types including, routine EEG, sleep EEG,
ambulatory EEG and video telemetry which are explained as
follow:

• Routine EEG

In the routine EEG, recording of brain electrical signals
lasts for 20 to 40 minutes. During the test, the patient
is asked to open and close his/her eyes and to breath in
and out deeply for a few minutes. When the information
from the routine EEG is not enough, the sleep EEG is
considered.

• Sleep EEG or sleep deprived EEG

It is another way of monitoring brain activity and is
carried out while the person is asleep. In this case, the
patient is asked not to sleep the night before test to
ensure a good sleep for the following day’s sleep EEG
test. Therefore, it is also called the sleep deprived EEG.

• Ambulatory EEG

This method records the brain activity throughout the
day and night over a period of one or more days by
wearing a cap with electrodes that are connected to a
small portable EEG recorder in order to monitor stages

of sleep. In that way sleep stage impairment due to sleep
apnoea is observed.

• Video Telemetry

1 According to national health service(NHS) official
website, Video telemetry, also called video EEG, is
a special type of EEG where you’re filmed while an
EEG recording is taken. This can help provide more
information about brain activity. This technology takes
video of the patient during sleep with EEG recoding
taking place simultaneously. It is considered for sleep
stage monitoring.

ii. Electrooculography (EOG)

EOG is used to monitor the eye movement for the sleep
stage analysis. Eye movements can be detected by placing
the electrodes on the skin in the area around the eye. The
measurement is based on the electrical potential difference in
the tissues surrounding the eye as a result of eye movement.
The noise generated between the electrodes’ contacts and the
skin, may cause inaccuracy in the test. Other factors such
as the metabolic state of the tissues, visual stimulation and
contraction of facial muscles as well as eye sensitivity to
movements of the eyelids, are other factors that may affect
the test results [48].

iii. Electrocardiography (ECG)

ECG produces electrocardiogram which is a graph of
voltage versus time of the electrical activity of the heart

1www.nhs.uk
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using electrodes placed on the skin. These electrodes detect
the small electrical potential changes that are consequence of
cardiac muscle activities. One of the applications of ECG is
the measurement of the shortness of breath by analysing the
data achieved from electrocardiogram signals . According to
NHS, there are common causes for shortness of breath which
refers to shorter inhalation and exhalation period as having
cold, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, chest infection,
and being overweight. Shortness of breath may happen as a
result of sleep apnea as the airway is obstructed which causes
difficulty in breathing.

vi. Electromyogram(EMG)

EMG is used for evaluating the electrical activity which
is produced by muscles. During sleep, muscle tissues are
electrically silent. When apnoea happens, lack of oxygen
causes abrupt reaction of muscles which leads to arousal.
As the brain sends signals to the muscles, stimulation of the
muscles causes variation in electrical potentials that can be
measured by the EMG machine [45], [49].

v. Pulse oxygen saturation (SPO2) measurement

The SPO2 measurement is called pulse oximetry. Pulse
oximetry is a measure of oxygen saturation in the blood.
In [50], it was used to detect the respiratory events. Pulse
oximetry is an optical method by detecting the reflection
intensities of three wavelength lights which is dependent on
the level of oxygen on the blood.
Other, relevant indicators of SDB are Pulse wave speed
and blood pressure. Pulse wave speed is measured from the
moment when the pulse leaves the aortic valve to the time
when it reaches the vessels in the finger as identified by pulse
oximetry. It depends on the vessel stiffness and stiffness
is in turn determined by blood pressure. During airway
obstruction, increased swings in the intrathoracic pressure
modulates blood pressure and induces parallel changes in
pulse transmission time [51].

vi. Carbon dioxide saturation (PCO2)

The recording of PCO2 is performed using capnography
based on infrared absorption spectroscopy [52]–[55]. PCO2
causes impairment of patient sleep due to the need for a mask
or a small tube inserted in the exhaled air connected to the
carbon dioxide detection unit. Transcutaneous carbon dioxide
during sleep-disordered breathing has been studied in [56].
[57] explains that Transcutaneous monitoring and capnography
are 2 surrogate methods of measuring arterial carbon dioxide
levels employed by sleep laboratories and are used in PSG.

2) Home-based tests for self-health management

Somnolter device is used for home-based tests for self-
health management. The somnolter device records the physi-
ological parameters such as SPO2, body position, heart rate,
nasal air flow and chest and abdominal movements. These
are the traditional parameters measured during ambulatory

sleep monitoring. Additionally, this device can also record the
mandibular movements (i.e. the jaw activity (Jawac) signals)
[2]. As it is illustrated in figure 2, the wires of the somnolter
devices are attached to the patient, therefore, we categorise it
as the invasive technology.

B. Non-intrusive and non-invasive measurements

Wearable non-intrusive and non-invasive devices that
provide self-health management function are recognised
for their comfortability for use. Moreover, these devices
are wireless measurement systems, which are more reliable
and accurate with less interferences from the noise through
wires among the internal systems. Recently, the most
advanced flexible electronic technology makes the wearable
non-invasive devices more comfortable and reliable. Thus
systems with wireless data transmission capability have been
widely used for self-health monitoring. Additionally, rapid
increase in aging population and progress in IoT technology
have increased the importance of Point of Care testing
(POCT). POCT is the inspection of vital body parameters
that is performed at the patient side and the information
is transmitted wirelessly. For SDB diagnosis, different
physiological aspects and variables may be measured via
non-intrusive/invasive technologies. [58], [59]introduced
a microwave resonator sensor for non-invasive heart rate
measurement. The sensor was placed on the forearm and
measured the heartbeat of a human body in the radial artery.
Heart rate variability is routinely recorded during PSG test
to extract the heart rate and rhythm. Monitoring of heart rate
by overnight ECG which is an invasive method has long
been recognised as a potential diagnostic strategy in patients
with suspected sleep disordered breathing which has been
studied in literature [60], [61]. Apparently, the advantage
of non-invasive wearable devices is that they do not need
wires to be connected to a system, so that the patient is free
to move round, and the wearable system contains software
to perform the analysis [62]. [63] reported an adherable
wireless strain sensor for non-invasive respiration sensing,
demonstrated a good potential for SDB application. [103]
summarized the wearable non-invasive technologies, such as
adhesive devices, smart watches, rings, etc. for measuring
vital health parameters such as airflow, heart rate and body
movement. Effective physiological parameters which are
measured for SDB diagnosis are categorised and related
measurement technologies are explained as follows:

1) Measurement of breathing sound and snoring

For detection of abnormalities in breathing, analysis of
sound using a microphone connected to the laptop has been
considered. [64], [65] explained an offline technique for
monitoring the breathing sound. Sound recording is generally
performed to assess snoring. There is no widely accepted
standard for recording sounds for sleep studies [66], [67].
Calibrated and uncalibrated semi-miniature microphones or
vibration sensors taped to the skin at the level of the larynx or
forehead, and microphones placed at a certain distance from
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the head have been employed in [67], [68]. For subsequent
analysis, the microphone recordings are only interpreted in
terms of relative loudness and therefore, the recording of
this signal does not need to preserve all characteristics of
sound signals [69]. A new approach tried to analyse the
respiratory sounds in order to derive non-invasive measures
of increased respiratory effort when obstruction in the air
way happens [70]. In another system, respiratory sounds were
recorded at the throat and the signal processing separated
the cardiac and movement sounds from breathing sounds
and snoring. Breathing is then quantified and snoring sounds
were investigated in order to determine respiratory status
[71]. Combination of sound recording with the oximetry
measurement seems to be more promising as multiple
information will increase the accuracy of SDB diagnosis.
Wheeze monitoring can also be useful to screen nocturnal
wheezing in patients with bronchial asthma and nocturnal
respiratory symptoms. The snoring signal can be detected
alone or with PSG measurement. The noise analyser is
capable of statistical analysis of the sounds. Methods that
can be applied to analysis the recorded snoring [62] can be
considered as follows:

i. Leq- equivalent continuous sound level

Leq-equivalent continuous sound level is the weighted en-
ergy mean of the noise level averaged over the measurement
period and is defined as:

Leq = 10log10
1

t

∫ ζ

0

(
PA(t)

P0
)2dt (1)

Here, t is the measurement duration, A is an electrical filter
"A" of sound level meter is internationally standardized,
PA(t) is the A weighted instantaneous acoustic pressure, and
P0 is the reference acoustic pressure (20 Pa) [72]. [73], [74]
described the Leq function as the statistical analysis of the
snoring signal during the night which reports the data on
L5 and L95. The quantities L5 and L95, expressed in dB
(A), are the sounds levels that are exceeded in 5 percent and
95 percent of the test period, and are representative of the
background and highest levels respectively. The results of the
snoring analysis in terms of equivalent sound level confirm
that snoring can be quantified as the sound energy emitted
during sleep, and can be correlated to the other parameters
measured with PSG.

ii. Power spectrum (PS) analysis method

Fast Fourier transformer (FFT), which is used to transform
data from time to frequency domain, has been used to analyse
frequency spectrum of sounds and to identify snoring. Equa-
tion (2), represents FFT of a signal x(t).

S(f) =

∫ ∞
−∞

x(t)e−i2πftdt (2)

Where in above equation f is frequency in Hz, t is time in
second, and i is an imaginary unit. Snoring is detected by
analysing the fundamental sampling frequency during sleep

with respect to its stability, increment and sudden variation
[62], [75], [76]. The sampling frequency of the analogue to
digital converter determines the maximal time duration of the
sample which is considered to be analysed in real time.

iii. Linear prediction code (LPC) method

In this method, the airway is modelled with segments of
rigid tubes with different cross sectional areas, but the same
length from the lips to the glottis. The method has been
studied on one, two and three dimensions in detail [77], [78].
With respect to pseudo periodic and nonstationary behaviour
of snoring signal, the traditional FFT analysis method is
not strong enough for signals with frequent variation in
their properties, as it can’t give detailed results of acoustical
analysis.

iv. Wavelet transform

The wavelet transform method is used for analysis of
the components of non-stationary signals. The properties of
non-stationary signals change with the time. Wavelets can
be combined with known portions of a damaged signal to
extract information from the unknown portions. Mathematical
characteristics of wavelets have been explained in [79]. [80]
highlighted the application of wavelet transform for analysis
of snoring behaviours.

v. Hilbert-Huang transform (HHT)

The Hilbert- Huang transform method is a more advanced
technique for non-linear signal analysis in comparison with
the wavelet transform. HHT is more like an algorithm rather
than a signal analysis tool. The fundamental part of the HHT
is the empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method. For the
analysis of acoustic signals of snoring, [81] pointed that HHT
has higher accuracy for analysis compared with the wavelet
transform method. However, there are still some problems
such as optimisation of EMD algorithm and requirement for
the defined boundaries.

vi. Independent component analysis (ICA)

ICA is a method for separating a multivariable signal into
additive subcomponents based on two assumptions: first,
independence of the source signals and second the source
signal values that are not Gaussian distribution. The ICA
method solves the blind source separation problem and is
used for analysis of the snore [82]–[84]. As, ICA can’t
deal with Gaussian noises, it solves the problem using the
higher order statistics analysis [85] , and therefore, provides
information of both the amplitude and phase of the signals.
Using this procedure provides non-invasive methods for
diagnosis of SDB.

vii. Extracting snoring features
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Snoring features may be categorised in different domains
such as time, frequency, power ratio and also Mel frequency
cepstrum coefficient stability, which is the method of
measuring entire night snoring spectrum stability and
psychoacoustic parameters. The parameters are loudness,
sharpness and roughness as well as physiological parameters
such as body mass index (BMI) that can be considered as
effective parameters for snoring sound analysis which have
been studied in [86]–[100][81-95],[56], [101].

viii. Pattern recognition-based snoring classification

There are different classification approaches for snoring
such as Bayesian [85], [86], Gaussian mixture model [102], K
nearest neighbourhood [103], [104] artificial neural network
[105], and support vector machine [106]. Figure 3, shows the
process sequence for the acoustical analysis of snoring. As
is illustrated, after noise removal, the snoring features are
extracted and classified to identify SDB. The SDB detection
algorithms are explained in section III. Table V, categorises
the classifiers with their average accuracy and the techniques
which are used for diagnosis SDB.

Snore Related Sound

Snore Detection and 
Noise Removal

Feature Extraction

Classification Algorithm

SDB Detection 

Fig. 3. Detail process of snoring analysis which consists of measurement and
detection of snoring by using appropriate classification algorithm [101].

2) Measurement of respiration and body movement

Measurement of respiration and body movement can
be considered with wearable or non-wearable devices
such as radio waves. The respiration and body movement
measurement technologies are categorised as follows:

a) Wearable devices:

Wearable devices play significant role for non-invasive
measurement of inhalation and exhalation [107]. [57]
proposed a wearable strain sensor for respiration rate and
volume measurement, and [108] developed an adherent
device for SDB diagnosis. Wearable technologies for medical
applications have been surveyed in detail in [109], [110].

The wearable devices and their placements on body for
biomedical applications and the relevant technology which
might be wristwatch, eye lens, ear device, etc. have been
investigated in table II. Table III, investigates study about
invasive/non-invasive technologies.
Accelerometers and gyroscopes based wearable devices for

TABLE II
WEARABLE DEVICES WITH THEIR MEASURED PARAMETERS

Wearable
Device

Parameters
measured

Mechanism Paper

Wristwatch heart rate,
blood oxygen
saturation, skin
temperature,sleep
monitoring

The system
includes
wireless data
communication
module, peak
TM can track
sleeping cycle

[107],
[111],
[112]

Eye lens glucose level in the
tears is measured

it is not sug-
gested to be used
during sleep be-
cause the risk of
infection

[113]

Ear Device Oxygen saturation
and heart rate

The ear signal
is much more
clearer than
wristwatch and
only few number
of this device
is available, By
measuring the
EEG signal this
device can be
considered for
SDB diagnosis

[107]

Chest
Straps

heart activity and
motion detection

Device includes
embedded
electronics

[114]

Adhesive
patchs

heart activity and
motion

Conductive
fibers containing
polymeric or
carbon coated
threads are used
to integrate
properties that
normally are
performed by
usuall electronic
circuits

[114]

t-shirts heart activity in
some cases can
detect motion,

This technology
applys smart tex-
tiles in garments

[115]

body movement measurement are explained as follows:

i. Accelerometer for movement measurement

Body movement measurement is an important factor for
analysing the stages of sleep and detecting SDB.To detect
sleep apnoea syndrome, accelerometers have been widely
utilized to obtain respiratory information by measuring the
chest movement of the wearers. Modern accelerometers are
typically a MEMS device and are able to measure acceleration
velocity and force with extremely high sensitivities. The
forces to be measured could be static such as the gravity in
many mobile devices, or dynamic which is related to the
non-stationary movement or vibration of an object. In [116],
a system integrated with an accelerometer and a pressure
sensor has been proposed for monitoring sleep quality, as
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shown in Figure 4. The system begins recording when the
user goes to bed and stops when the user wakes up. It
detects the sleeping pose, sleep state, REM stage which is
explained in detail in the next section and non-REM sleep
stage cycle using a three-axis accelerometer and a pressure
sensor, without the need for a large system such as PSG. In
addition to sleep stage monitoring, the proposed system can
also measure the sleep quality by estimating the depth of
sleep, the number of apnoea episodes and the periodicity. The
developed system also analytically evaluates sleep quality
and identify early symptoms of sleep-related disorders and
appropriate responses to treatment. Figure 5 represents the
process flow for sleep quality monitoring. The experimental
results demonstrat that the proposed system is effective in
measuring the physiological factors of sleep, and the method
used for the proposed sleep quality estimation is reliable.
Compared with PSG, this system has better performance in
terms of accuracy and comfortability.

Fig. 4. Proposed System in [111] including accelerometer and pressure sensor,
The UI (User interface) illustrates examples of signals obtained from sleep
quality monitoring system i.e. heart rate, respiratory rate and activity.

ii. Gyroscope for rotation measurement

Gyroscopes typically consist of a rotational component,
called the rotor, and is mounted onto a spinning axis in the
centre of a larger and more stable wheel. As the axis turns,
the rotor remains stationary due to the inertness and the
degree of rotating is the indication of the central gravitational
pull, which has been utilized to detect body movement.
Gyroscope is normally used together with accelerometers for
accurate diagnosis of SDB. [117] described an experiment
for body part movement analysis using a gyroscope and
an accelerometer. It is concluded that the gyroscope and
accelerometer are highly effective motion sensors for physical
activity assessment.

b) Radio waves:

Respiration rate is an important factor for diagnosis of
SDB, however, the respiration rate alone provides limited
information. On the other hand, the respiration patterns include
valuable information that could be assistance for detecting
sleep disorders and other medical conditions. In [118], a new
sensor system for monitoring sleep stages was introduced,
which is based on an ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radar
signal. It provides a non-contact measurement solution and
also is capable of capturing breathing patterns and as it is
frequency based, thus will not be blocked by obstacles like
cloths. The system has an effective measuring range up to 2.5
m, and is accurate, low cost and easy to use.
In [119] a radar system was investigated for position monitor-
ing, using a System on chip (SOC) technology. The UWB
impulse radar system emits and samples signal pulses to
achieve highly accurate distance measurements determined
by the time differences between the transmitted and received
signals. The system measures the realtime of respiration pat-
terns by detecting reflected radar signals from the person’s
chest movement during breathing. The adaptive smart sensor
module can detect respiration regardless of a person’s position
provided that they are within the detection ranges. Novelda
[120] has developed a UWB impulse radar system. It employs
digital signal processing and spread spectrum technologies
to recover the return signals, so that it can be operated at
much lower power levels than the conventional radar systems.
The use of spread spectrum communications also enables
UWB impulse radar to coexist with other RF systems without
causing interference [121]–[123].
Smart mattress and smart pillows integrated with sensors can
also be considered as the non-invasive technologies for diagno-
sis and treatment of SDB [124]. Figure 6, represents wearable
sensors which arre used for physiological monitoring.

III. STATE OF THE ART REVIEW ON RESPIRATION
MONITORING SYSTEMS

This section provides state of the art review on sensors,
respiration monitoring system architecture and data transmis-
sion technologies for wearable wireless devices. It will then
focus on the research of learning algorithms used for data
transmission and information analysis. From the sensing point
of view, various types of sensors have been developed for the
measurement of different vital health parameters.

A. Sensing and measurement

There are different sensors which are used for diagnosis
SDB based on their application and the purposes of uses. In
this section the sensors which are used in wearable devices
for diagnosis SDB are reviewed as follows:

i. Multipurpose capacitive and resistive sensors

Capacitive sensors have been used to detect proximity,
position, force, humidity, electric field, pressure, acceleration
and fluid level [131].
Basic principle of capacitive proximity sensors are explained
in [132]. The Texas Instrument (TI) innovative resonance
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Pressure Sensor
3-axis 

accelerometer

Activity Heart rate

Respiration

Sleep pose

Sleep stage Sleep Apnoea 

Sleep time

Assessment of Sleep quality According to [109]

Fig. 5. Stages which are used for sleep quality assessment related to the proposed system in [111] using 3-axis accelerometer and preasure sensor.

TABLE III
INVESTIGATION ABOUT INVASIVE/NON- INVASIVE TECHNOLOGIES FOR DIAGNOSIS SDB

Invasive Non-invasive Article
type

Study Group Paper Year

! Patent General [121] 2015
! Journal Children/Adolscents [122] 2003

! Journal Children [123] 2001
! Journal Children [125] 2013

! Journal General [126] 2017
! Patent Adults [127] 2005
! Journal General [128] 2019
! Journal Infants [129] 2019

! Journal Adults [130] 2019

sensor uses a parallel LC resonator which is an electric
circuit consisting of an inductor, represented by the letter L,
and a capacitor, represented by the letter C, as the sensor.
Any change in inductance or capacitance of the sensor will
change the oscillation frequency of the resonator. In [124], a
novel capacitive sensor was designed for monitoring sleeping
respiration. An algorithm was developed to extract signals
using a flexible projected capacitive sensing mattress (FPCSM)
for personal health assessment. This kind of sensor can be
considered as non-invasive technology for monitoring the sleep
stages.
The capacitive sensors with multiple electrodes can be inte-
grated into a mattress to detect motions induced by breathing
of the person laying on it for noninvasive SDB diagnosis.
When the person on the mattress breathes, the proximity
of each electrode changes, hence the capacitance of each
electrode changes accordingly. By monitoring the capacitances
of the distributed electrodes of the sensor, it is possible to
detect the motion of the body. In [133] , MoviBed was intro-
duced for sleep analysis by using capacitive proximity sensors.

Zeo sleep manager is another example of this technology
which consists of an electrode headband, a base station and
a smartphone. Figure 7 represents Movbed and the Zeo sleep
manager system. [134], [135] introduced capacitive sensors
and their structures for attachment to the slatted frame of the
bed.

ii. Temperature sensors

Temperature regulation in a body can also be used to assess
sleep quality. Skin temperature increases during sleep and
decreases when we wakeup [136]. [137] introduced a simple
system which continuously measures the body temperature at
the ear with an electronic sensor that is coupled to a bluetooth
or WiFi transmitter for data transmission to a mobile phone
where the data are stored and analysed.
In [52], a humidity-temperature sensor system integrated
in a mattress is described which is used to perform
thermodynamic analysis of heat flow and moisture transport,
with its associated circuit applied in sleep medicine.
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Fig. 6. Examples of some wearable health devices. (1) SensoTRACK ear
sensor; (2) Google Contact Lens; (3) BioPatchTM; (4) Smartwatch Basis
PEAKTM; (5)QardioCore; (6)Vital Jacket and t-shirt; (7) Moov (activity
tracker) [107].

Fig. 7. Proposed System in [126], Zeo sleep manager with electrode
headband, base station and smartphone running the associated application in
the left and MovBed protype in right

iii. Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensors

Surface acoustic waves are generated by utilizing
piezoelectric characteristics of materials. The piezoelectric
effect is electric is that additional electric charge are
generated on the surfaces of some piezoelectric materials as
a result of mechanical stress. SAW is generated by using
interdigital transducers (IDT) on surface of the piezoelectric
substrate [138]. The IDT consists of comb shape arrays
of metal electrodes that are fabricated on the surface of
piezoelectric substrate such as quart or Lithium niobate using
microfabrication technologies [139]. SAW devices have been
used as sensors for sensing various physical, chemical and
biological variables. This type of sensor is very sensitive
to environmental changes. [140] proposed a flexible SAW
respiration sensor for monitoring of OSA syndrome. The
sensing system is assembled on an adherent and flexible
substrate, and can be put on the upper lip of a person

for measuring humidity and temperature, that are strongly
correlated to sleeping patterns, and can be extended for
measuring multiple physiological parameters such as sweat
pH, heart rate and SPO2. The most striking advantage of the
SAW sensors is its wireless passive sensing capability without
needing a power for operation over a relative long distance.
[138] reviewed wireless passive SAW systems. Figure 8,
illustrates the schematic of a SAW sensor and it’s application
as an adhesive sensing technology for non-invasive SDB
diagnosis.

SAW sensor

Flexible 

Antenna

Flexible Substrate

Response Signal

Interrogated Signal

Reader

Length of IDT Piezoelectric Substrate

Acoustic Absorber
Interdigitated transducer

Length of delay Line

A
p
e
r
tu

r
e

Fig. 8. SAW schematic on left and illustration of SAW on adhesive device
for diagnosis SDB on right [140].

iv. Fibre bragg grating (FBG) and optic sensors

FBG is a reflector which is constructed in an optical fibre
which reflects particular wavelength of light and transmits all
others. Therefore, it is considered a kind of filter, as it blocks
certain wavelengths, or as a wavelength specific reflector
[141] .
The operational principle of FBG is the Fresnel reflector rule
which is reflection-refraction of light at the interface of two
different medias. Schematic illustration of the FBG sensor
is presented in [142]. The basics of fibre optics have been
explained in [143]. Typically, fibre optic sensors were used
for identifying environmental variations such as pressure,
temperature, acceleration, and magnetic and electric fields
[144], [145].
The FBG sensors are suitable for unobtrusive physiological
parameter monitoring as they are particularly sensitive
to pressure fluctuations and they do not require a close
contact with the body. They are also relatively small,
lightweight, and affordable. Therefore, FBG is suitable
for long-term monitoring of vital physiological parameters
without disturbing patients. Unlike electrical sensors, optical
sensors are immune to electromagnetic and radio frequency
interferences. Hence, they are useful for real-time monitoring
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of physiological signals during magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) [146]. In [147], the fibre optic based magnetic
field sensor was used for MRI applications. Owing to its
advantages, this kind of fibre optic sensors have been widely
used for SDB diagnosis. In [148], [9] wrist worn fibre optical
devices are developed for sleep stage monitoring. Figure 9,
illustrates FBG sensor.

Broadband light

Reflected Bragg Wavelength

Fiber CoreOptical Fiber

15mm FBG

Bragg transmitted wavelength

0
.1

2
5

 m
m

Fig. 9. Illustration of FBG sensor which removes certain wavelength out of
broadband light.

v. Multi-purpose tactile sensors

Tactile sensors are very sensitive to touch, force or pressure
and are widely used for SDB detection. Other important
applications include, kidney dialysis, respirations, pacemakers
and measuring pressure inside the eyeball [149], [150]. Non-
invasive force sensors are mostly made based on MEMS
technology [151], [152]. These types of sensors are made on
the scale of micrometres which are explained in [153]. Table
IV lists the studies which have already been done for detection
of SDB based on the sensors’ placement and the parameter
which is measured.

B. Respiration monitoring system architecture

A complete sensing system for non-invasive respiration
monitoring typically consists of sensors, microprocessor,
wireless communication module and power management unit
to regulate electricity to power all components. Figure 10,
illustrates a block diagram for the respiration monitoring
system with bluetooth low energy (BLE) 4.0 technology for
wireless communication as is explained in [160]. Detailed
functions of each part of the system are explained as follows:

1) Data processing system

TABLE IV
CATEGORISATION OF THE SENSORS WHICH ARE USED FOR SDB
DETECTION BASED ON THEIR PLACEMENT AND THE MEASURED

PARAMETER

Parameter
Measured

Sensor
Type/Technique

Placement Paper Year

Infants
Motion

Infrared
(Video Based
Actigeraphy)

Controlled
Environment with
a fixed camera
placement and stable
lighting conditioning

[129] 2019

Heart rate 3D Accelermeter Implanted
subcutaneously
on the tip of a cardiac
pacing lead

[154] 2019

Brain
Signal,
pressure

In ear EEG
sensor which
is a memory-
foam viscoelastic
earpiece with
electrodes made
from flexible
conductive cloth

Inserted into the Ear
canals

[155] 2016

Brain Sig-
nal

Ear EEG Inserted into ear
canals

[156] 2017

Snore Microphone(Snore
Sensor), Heart
rate sensor

Chest and Arm [157] 2017

Pressure Wearale capacity
presure sensor

Integrated into the
cloth and easily
placed at any location
of the human body

[158] 2017

heart beat
and respi-
ration

Air Matress sen-
sor system

Matres system allows
Measurement of the
respiration and heart
beat activity without
use of a sensor on the
subjects body

[159] 2005

Respiration,
heart beat
and body
movement

Low pawer
doppler radar and
a microphone

No body contact [158] 2019

Processing system consists of different parts including,
Information/data processing system which is responsible
for general signal processing, dedicated hardware for doing
certain task and software which runs on a processor. The
processor for SDB diagnosis may analyse different parameters
such as motion, humidity, temperature, air flow, sound signal,
etc. In [161] an open face frame for diagnosis of sleep apnoea
consisting of a microphone is presented. The data processing
system receives the sound and send it smartphone for futher
analysis.

2) Wireless communication unit

Non- invasive SDB diagnostic approaches mostly apply
wireless technologies to transmit packets of data to the smart
phone. Wireless technologies that have been used for data
transmission include WiFi, Bluetooth, and Zigbee [162]. The
data collected from different sensors are sent to the smart
phone. Short range transmission technologies are used to
transfer data in Wireless personal area network (WPAN) which
usually consists of a sensing system and a smartphone which
can analysis the data off line or it can be connected to the
cloud in order to send data to hospitals. [16] suggested 3G,
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Result display
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Fig. 10. Block diagram for the respiratory monitoring system which consists of BLE 4.0 SOC module, smart phone or PC with BLE as well as respiration
monitiring system consists of sensor, conditioning system and power supply.

4G technologies for longer distances. With advent of IoT
technology, the most recent 5G services are going to be used
[21], [163], [164]. Recently, beyond 5G technologies for data
transmission are under investigation which provide ultralow
latency and broad band transmission techniques with high pre-
cision and remote health monitoring capabilities [165]. Figure
11, illustrates wireless networks for biomedical applications.
As it is shown in figure11, wireless personal area network and
wireless body area networks such as bluetooth and Zigbee can
provide a connection between measurement device which is a
sensor that might be located in different partts of the body and
smart phone. The smart phone can be connected to the cloud
and sends the information to the hospital using internet to store
the information in the main server for clinical applications.

3) Energy management system

Energy management system refers to the unit that provides
required voltage and power for the circuit and components. It
consists of batteries and voltage regulators. Wearable devices,
by nature, are small and mobile, so they require small,
efficient batteries to operate. Battery must be easy to recharge
and capable of powering a device for at least one typical
usage cycle without need to recharge. A related challenge
is heat, because any device that consumes power must also
dissipate heat. Ongoing research into smart textiles may
provide the solution of utilizing non-invasive piezoelectric
fibres that generate electricity. In order to tackle the problem
of frequent battery replacement for wearable devices, one
solution would be the wireless charge which has been studied
in [166]. Energy harvesting approaches is also considered for
biomedical devices to increase their lifetime without need for

battery replacement [167].

4) Smartphone or cloud

Recent increase in application of smartphones with high
quality sensors has led to rapid progress in respiration mon-
itoring systems. Sleep screening applications running on the
phones prevent an overnight sleep test in the hospitals and
result in more accurate data analysis. In [168] the sleep
screening applications for SDB diagnosis were reviewed.
Also, [169] concluded that only few apps meet quality, re-
quired content and functionality for sleep self-management
that limit the clinical value of these apps. In that research,
apps qualities were scored based on different criteria such
as engagement (i.e. interest, customization, interactivity, target
group, etc.), functionality (i.e. performance, ease of use, nav-
igation, etc.), aesthetics (i.e. layout, graphics, visual appeal,
etc. ), information (i.e. accuracy of app description, goals,
quality of information, credibility, etc.) and subjective quality
(i.e. App recommendation, how many times it is used , interest
to pay for the app and so on ).
Sleep data needs to be analysed with algorithms which are
developed based on machine learning techniques. Understand-
ing the sleep phases in most cases is crucial for sleep data
analysis. In the next section sleep stages are explained and
the algorithms and methods which have already been used for
analysis the sleep data will be explained.

C. SDB detection algorithms
In this section, sleep stages have been explained. Also, clas-

sification algorithms which are used for SDB detection, based
on measured data, have been investigated. [21], [46], [170]–
[178] investigated the sleep stage classification algorithms
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Fig. 11. Wireless networks for medical applications.
.

using different classifiers. The classification algorithms can
be used for analysing the snore sound and respiration signals.
Table V, shows the differences between applied techniques
based on accuracy, selected feature and classifiers.
In [46] an EEG based Brain computer interface is considered
for sleep stage classification. With respect to application of
recurrent neural network in automatic detection of SDB events,
[179]uses electrocardiogram signals for SDB detection. The
table bellow shows the difference with other techniques.

As understanding the sleep stage is essential for the di-
agnosis of SDB, [181] studied the sleep stages by analysing
the associated brain signals during sleep. The brain signals
are different in various stages of sleep. The brain signals
in different stages of sleep are illustrated in figure 12 .
Different physiological data can be considered for sleep stage
classification. Evaluating EEG signal is an important way for
diagnosis SDB. [182] uses EEG signals for classifying the
sleep stages. [183] discusses automatic identification of sleep
and wakefulness from EEG and respiratory polygarphy signals
for diagnosis sleep apnea. Also, combination of tracheal sound
and respiratory inductance plethysmography signals flow for
detection of apneas is suggested in [184]. In this section
the most common algorithms which are used for sleep stage
classification are also discussed as follows.

Sleep stage classification methods developed for diagnosis
of SDB are considered as follows:

i. Bayesian classification

Bayesian classification is a method based on the Bayes
principle. It is divided into three main steps. Firstly, the
priority probabilities of the objects’ features are calculated.

Then, the Bayesian formula is applied to determine the
post priority probability. Lastly, Bayesian decision is made
to identify classes according to the minimum error or risk
rules. This method is widely used for SDB diagnosis by
analysis the snoring features in [85], [185]. In [85] Bayes
classifier was used to classify the subjects into three groups,
including non-OSA, mild to moderate OSA, and severe OSA.
The performance criterions were also investigated in order
to achieve additional information regarding suitability of
classifier for amount of data.
The proposed Bayesian approach in [185] was based on
dynamic time warping (DTW) method which is an algorithm
that searches for optimal adjustment among time series with
shifting and scaling. This approach searches for sleep and
wake classification, with respect to importance of lack of
sleep in development of health problems. The proposed
method used heart rate SPO2 signals to analysis the sleep
states.

ii. Support vector machine (SVM)

SVM is a supervised learning model which infers a
function from labelled training data [186]. This model has
been widely used in pattern recognition and for snoring
sound analysis for SDB recognition. In [97] and [187], SVM
was used for classification of oral and nasal snoring sounds.
In [187], an SVM algorithm was trained and evaluated on
a set of approximately 150000 snoring and non-snoring
data segments. It was proven that SVM algorithm performs
comparably to the trained visual scores which supports
application of SVM for automated scoring analysis.
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TABLE V
CATEGORISATION OF SLEEP STAGE CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS BASED ON CLASSIFIERS AND ACCURACY.

Feature Classifiers Average
Accu-
racy

Technique Paper

EEG signals Convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN)

%92.2 Fine-grained segment in
multiscale entropy com-
bined with CNN

[170]

EEG signals Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM)

%88.7 Non- linear technique
based on Higher order
Spectra for extraction
EEG signals in different
stages of sleep

[171]

Multi scale en-
tropy of Single
channel EEG sig-
nals

Comparison
between various
classifiers

%88.1
for
overal
sensitiv-
ity

Combination of MSE and
Autoregressive models

[173]

Single Channel
EEG without
using perior
knowledge

CNN %82
accross
individ-
ual sleep
stages

CNN used to learn task-
specific filters for classi-
fication based on single-
channel EEG without us-
ing prior domain knowl-
edge

[177]

Multi variate and
multi model PSG
signals

soft max classifier %91 learning from temporal
contex of each sample

[178]

Forehead EEG
signals

hierarchical
classification
including
scoring,feature
selection and SVM

%77 Application of adaptive
adjustment schemes

[180]

ECG higher order
statistical features

Extrem Learning
Machine

%84 Empirical Mode Decom-
position and ELM for
OSA detection

[49]

iii. Artificial neural network (ANN)

ANN is a computing system which is inspired by brain
biological neural characteristics. The knowledge which is
obtained externally forms the learning process. This method
has been widely used in sleep study [188]. In [80] ANN is
used to separate obstructive and non-obstructed apnea events
during sleep. It should be noted that learning algorithms for
ANN might be either supervised or non-supervised.

iv. Gaussian mixture model (GMM)

GMM is based on the probability distribution by using the
multiple Gaussian distribution functions as follows:

p =
N∑
i=1

wifi(~Y ) (3)

Here, fi is Gaussian distribution function. ~Y is the extracted
feature vector, wi is the weighted coefficient between
different Gaussian distributions.GMM usually is used to
model acoustic signals. According to [56], the acoustic signal
properties for patients who are affected by sleep apnea are
different from those from healthy individuals. [189], studied
the relationships between acoustic signal characteristics and
SDB for children with craniofacial malformations.

v. K-Nearest neighbour algorithm (KNN)

KNN is a supervised machine learning algorithm which
can solve both classification and regression problems. The
input and output of this algorithm are the extracted feature
vectors (EFV) and classification results respectively. The
EFVs correspond to the points on the feature space within
a distance which represents the neighbour degree. For SDB
diagnosis, KNN is used to analysis the breathing and snore
sound. In [82], KNN was used for classification of oral and
nasal sounds. These classifications identified the apnea and
obstructed airway events.

IV. CHALLENGES

In this section we investigate the challenges in diagnostic
devices which are used for SDB detection.

A. Battery and storage

Battery is an important part of each wearable device as it
provides the energy source. The shape and size of the battery
as well as the heat produced should be in a range to not
affect comfortability of the device. Also, chemicals which
are used in the the batteries affect their operation life-time.
Nowadays, different types of small and ultrathin batteries have
been developed which are widely used in wearable devices.
Lithium ion, Lithium polymer and coin batteries are mostly
used in implantable/wearable electronics. With respect to the
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importance of continuous power supply, energy harvesters with
sufficient power for wearable devices are crucial. There are
many literature which discussed energy harvesting and energy
storage for wearable devices. In [190] energy harvesting for
wearable devices were reviewed. The sources of energy might
be solar such as photovoltic cells, thermoelectric energy ,
radio wave energy or human motion energy, etc. [191] studied
harvesting and storing of body motion energy for powering
wearable electronics using flexible self charging power cell
based on piezoelectric effect.

B. Security and privacy

Consumer wearables can collect data and health details for
transmission to the smartphone for analysis. Measures must be
taken to protect the data that wearables devices have collect
and to secure the data, as it is to be transferred to other
devices (and even to other wearables). Privacy concerns fall
in two directions: the privacy of the data collected by the
wearable device owner (such as who can see data) and the
privacy of non-wearers (for example, recording of video by
Google Glass owners). The standards and regulations of care
required for data collected from wearables is still evolving.
Governments are already publishing new regulations on the
use and storage of mobile and personal data, particularly at
the enterprise level. Accessibility and workplace culture and
adoption is considered as other challenges related to wearable
devices. With respect to importance of investigation in that
area, [192] studied security and privacy issues in healthcare,
which is crucial in telemedicine.

C. Environmental noise

The non-invasive techniques include non-contact audio anal-
ysis [193], [194], vibration sensors [195], thermal imaging
[196]–[198] designed to identify breathing. A major challenge
for non-contact type audio analysis is the extraction of the
breathing sounds from the sensor signals contaminated by the
environmental noise [193], [194]. Also, the vibration sensors
require expensive specialized hardware and impose positional
and postural constraints, that can be classified as environmen-
tal factors which affect the accuracy of the measurement.

D. Position constraints

The thermal imaging technique has been used to capture a
breathing signal, by detecting the breath as it is expelled [195],
[196], [198]–[200], and the radar sensors have been proposed
for monitoring of the cardiac and respiratory motion [89-
90]. However, in both the methods, there are strict positional
constraints (the mouth/nose region must be targeted), and the
region of interest must not be closed. These requirements are
not easily fulfilled when monitoring people during sleep.

E. Shape

One of the most important challenges in non-invasive wear-
ables is comfortability which is related to the shape and size of
the devices. Particularly, for measurement of respiration, the
adhesive devices should be designed in a skin friendly way, as

the device needs to be used in consequent nights for accurate
measurement. Adhesive wearable devices consists of flexible
substrates. [201] studied soft materials, miniaturized electronic
devices and system integration techniques for wearable flexible
hybrid electronics. This study provided information related to
newly developed such systems with a summary of essential
requirements of material properties,sensors and skin integra-
tions.

F. Cost

Cost and complexity in manufacturing process can be
considered as other challenges related to wearable devices
which are used for SDB diagnosis. The effective parameters
on the cost consist of process technology, materials, wireless
transmission technology and fabrication process. Therefore,
a suitable cost for a wearable devices to satisfy both of
the consumers and manufactuerer is a challenge that should
be taken into consideration in the design of these kind of
devices. [202] provided a cost effective methode for wearable
electronics.

G. Psychological effects on accuracy of measurement

Psychological stress can affect the accuracy of measure-
ment. In [203] two models for continuous prediction of stress
from physiological measurements considered with application
of non-invasive, wearable sensors. We assume that stress of
being attached to wires and intrusive measurement can affect
accuracy of the output regardless of accuracy of devices. With
respect to considering this fact investigation about wireless,
flexible devices for more accurate measurement is highly
recommended.
Currently, investigation on wearable technologies with regard
to available sensors is under progress. Developing advanced
comfortable, flexible, non invasive and cost effective devices
with energy harvesting capabilities for self-powering to work
for a longer period of time is the goal for future research in
this area. Additionally, psychological effects on accuracy of
measurement also remains an important challenge that need
be investigated further in depth as future work.

V. CONCLUSION

Early diagnosis of SDB is important as it can cause
several other major health issues. Therefore, expanding the
non-invasive home self-measurement devices with respect
to increased comfortability for patients, without need to
spend a night at hospital should be taken into consideration,
to collect accurate data. This research gives an overview
on available technologies, methodologies, algorithms and
challenges in wearable devices for diagnosis SDB with the
goal of improving the available technologies and algorithms
for more secure, reliable, comfortable and accurate data
measurement.
In this paper, the wearable technologies for health parameters
measurement are divided into invasive and non-invasive.
For invasive technologies, the PSG and the associated tests
have been explained. In the other hand, for non-invasive
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measurement, which is main objective of this paper, the
measurement sensors, computing system, transmission and
algorithms which are used for SDB parameter measurement
have been reviewed and the relevant articles have been
classified. This paper highlights the road map for design of
non-invasive wearables which are used for SDB diagnosis.
The future open path for research in this area will be design
of more comfortable, reliable and accurate devices to privide
comfortable, cost effective and accurate way for self health
management.
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